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Reading  

From a contribution by Susan McBride in the Upper Room  

Early one morning as I stood motionless on the back deck sipping my coffee, a ruby-

throated hummingbird hovered just inches away from my face, beak to nose. I could feel 

the rush of air from his wings. Incredibly, he appeared to be as fascinated with me as I 

was with him!  

After that experience, I wanted to know as much as I could about hummingbirds – their 

habits and their habitats, what they ate, and what kinds of flowers they liked. I wanted to 

spend more time with these fascinating creatures. Personal experience is often like that. 

The more intimate our encounter with something or someone, the more profound our 

desire to know and experience more. …  

 

Love Reaches Out 

In late June I attended the annual Unitarian Universalist General Assembly in Providence, RI. 

General Assembly, or “GA” as it’s called is a national gathering of UUs, as many as 5000. GA 

includes large sessions of worship. This year the large sessions were in an arena mostly used for 

minor league hockey. There were business meetings and 149 workshops. At best I experienced a 

smattering.  

GA is a visceral reminder that UU congregations have one another. GA is a reminder that UUs 

have one another.  

I’m not a long-time GA attender – this was only my third and each year I experienced GA 

through the eyes of a different congregation. The first year,I was well into seminary but had yet 

to identify as a minister. I knew only my home congregation. Last year in Louisville KY, my 

lens was that of the UU Congregation of Rockville where I had interned and was serving as their 

summer minister.  

Friends, this year I walked the halls of GA seeing through the eyes of UUFE, the best I could, 

being a part of this community for just less than a year. I wondered what nugget of wisdom, or 

new practice, or reading or music, could I bring back to you? What support was there for 

congregations of our size? For our geography and history? Often I wished someone else from the 

congregation was with me – to share and reflect; to learn and to ponder.  

The theme is not that surprising for a conference – a religious conference – was ‘Love Reaches 

Out.’ Home two weeks, I’m still sorting out the essence of this year’s GA.  
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The theme evolved in part from a 2012 paper, authored by Rev. Peter Morales, titled, 

‘Congregations and Beyond.’ He proposed we think of ourselves as a religious movement rather 

than only as a collection of congregations. In doing so he noted, “We might focus more on 

connection and less on “membership”….paying attention to who our ministry serves, how many 

lives we change, and the difference we are making in the world can help us redirect our efforts 

outward.” 

Morales, in the true tradition of heresy, went on, “We invite people to connect to our UU 

movement whether or not they choose to join a congregation. We can reach out to young adults, 

students, snow birds, people living in foreign countries, linguistic and ethnic minorities, etc. 

They can all be part of the UU movement.”  

Does it sound all that radical? Tremors rippled – at least rippled through those reading UU 

papers. For decades the purpose of the Unitarian Universalist Association has been “to serve the 

needs of its member congregations, organize new congregations…”   

Roll in at least a dose of skepticism and doubt. Our faith is in large part tied to the nature of 

independent congregations governed through congregational polity. Where are the resources for 

serving more, and doing so outside congregations? (at least a few asked.)    

What would a GA titled ‘‘Love Reaches Out” mean for those of us already deeply engaged with 

our congregation, as virtually all attendees were? How about for a minister of a congregation?  

Something felt familiar. As a “phone company” retiree, who began way back when there was a 

traditional Ma Bell company, we’d have say 20 years ago about that insignificant  mobile phone 

business. You know car phones. Phones with roaming charges. Then came hand held cell 

phones. I recall early mentions that someone would use their cell instead of keeping their 

‘landline’ – their POTs (Plain Old Telephone Service) line. Such speculative as crazy ideas to be 

dismissed.  

Verizon survives. Communication needs and markets meeting the needs of consumers abound. 

Only the format changed.  

GA was a conversation not only on new ways, but on congregations and leaders of the 21
st
 

century.  

At one of the major GA worship services, the Service of the Living Tradition, Rebekah 

Montgomery, a military chaplain offered the sermon. She spoke of her  role as military chaplain 

a UU military chaplain, ministering to all, and covering some unique gaps. At GA there were 

workshops and programs asking how we supported families in the military.  

Running down the lists of speakers and workshops, topics of interfaith work, and community 

organizing were plentiful. Ministry in Abandoned Places The 3 Rs of Reaching Out; Love 
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Unbounded: Toward a Larger Vision of Justice; Generous Spirits: Transforming Stewardship; 

Exploring Class: An Interactive Workshop; Beyond Traditional: Experiments in Unitarian 

Universalist Ministry…. 

The list in part a focus on social justice  – to look outward, and offer financial gifts, and service, 

and advocacy, and witness in the wider community. A nice tagline – Love Reaches Out. The old 

commercial came to mind, “where’s the beef?” Love Reaches Out in part sounded like good 

membership work – opening the circle wide – for those seeking. Good, but what was fresh and 

new in this outward facing vision?   

In part a message, we need to get out more.  

I heard in Patty’s reflection this morning this experience of Love Reaching Out. Working from 

the heart, she commits time she doesn’t exactly know how we will find. She decides to rearrange 

– to make trade-offs. Working from the heart, right here in Caroline County, she walks toward 

the pain. Open and ready to be surprised. She sees through the eyes of our children.  

Our faith opens us to being altered through new relationships – not just the tasks.  

How might you join Patty in this work – donations of what is needed? Helping with the delivery? 

Helping Patty keep this all organized? How might you walk out of our building today, with a 

new commitment, a new possibility to make a difference – to find new relationship? A leader 

stepping in where no one else did. A leader, led by heart.  

At GA, one of the major addresses is called the Ware Lecture. Effectively it’s the keynote talk. 

An event since 1922, speakers have included Martin Luther King, Jr., Mary Oliver, and Karen 

Armstrong, Kurt Vonnegut, and Julian Bond.  

This year one of my heroes, Sister Simone Campbell – leader of the Nuns on the Bus, was the 

Ware lecturer. She reaches me at the heart level. Direct, funny, and brilliant at cutting to the 

chase. I’ve watched her on Jon Stewart and the Colbert Report. A Catholic nun engaging.  

Sister Simone has traveled the world. She’s travelled the local streets. She has been with those in 

power – world and religious leaders. She has been with those detained underground – prevented 

from being in daylight for a year.  

As she put it, “My faith calls me to walk towards trouble.”  Over and over she used that line. 

“My faith calls me to walk towards trouble.” Her faith in others. Her pull toward God (which she 

called the big hum in the universe that keeps us all connected.)    

And as she walks toward trouble, she is open to learning. She walks toward trouble not to define 

it, fix it, and walk away. Not as a problem solver.  

She encourages us to walk toward pain – to embrace, to touch and feel pain. To walk toward 

trouble, and to be open to be surprised.  She described her learning on sex trafficing. And earning 
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through the story of a mother who had lost her husband in war. As a woman she had virtually no 

way to survive. No safety nets. She’d tried have her young sons work. Ultimately she sold her 

daughter so the rest could survive. Not easy stories, and Sister Simone remembers the mother 

weeping as she shared the story with her.    

Sister Simone’s vision for the world is simple: There is room for everyone. And to help make 

this room, our theology and our opinions need “to sink down from the head to the heart.”   

She admires the current Pope – whom she calls Pope Frank -- for his clarity. Especially for his 

belief that (1) inequality is the source of all evil, and (2) his affirmation that reality is more 

important than theory. 

Sister Simone is about going beyond institutional walls, hearing stories, and being in deep 

relationship with those practicing their faith. She’s not against fixing problems – just the 

opposite. The work of fighting inequity – the passion and the energy, and the ability to 

successfully fight for all to have room comes through these relationships – the stories, the 

understanding.   

The Ware lecture is online, and worth listening to and watching. 

If we are to reach out beyond their walls and to engage in new ways of sharing faith, many 

speakers reminded us we need to get out of our own way! Many of the possibilities for reaching 

out involved interfaith partnering. Rev. Mark Stringer noted in the framework of community 

organizing, we may have only 5 or 10 % in common, and that’s enough. A chance to work on 

what is possible together.    

Embedded in the concept of ‘Love Reaches Out’ is taking our UU faith and values beyond this 

sacred space – these walls.  

In this work of reaching out, many of us are timid. We’re not timid (most of us!) in the safety of 

these walls, or at a UU event, but we are cautious when we venture out. We might rationalize our 

reticence as respectful distance.  Reaching out. What does our faith call us to do? Where are we 

called to walk in love?  

One session I attended was titled, ‘When Everything You Thought You Knew Was Enough’ – it 

talked of growing the faith. I heard growth as about membership. May be a good tidbit or two for 

UUFE?  

I had the topic about right, but heard of new ideas. I was surprised – new thoughts on moving 

toward the energy in the community ready to serve as part of membership.   

IN the Q/A an attendee shared her excitement to offer bumper stickers for the congregation – a 

fairly subtle UU oval – not large. She combined it with a nominal fund raising effort, and did sell 
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a few dozen at $10 each. Disappointing she thought, but a step. And yet she checked the parking 

lot she found virtually no one had added the sticker to their car. Only two hers and one other – in 

the parking lot. And people did have bumper stickers for other statements. 

We get out some, but it’s often quietly that we are UUs. Are we called to reach out – to share our 

values?  

In a recent sermon Rev. Marilyn Sewell, quoted words often attributed to Rudolf Behro, an East 

German dissident: “When the forms of an old culture are dying, the new culture is created by a 

few people who are not afraid to be insecure…The mission of the church is not to meet our 

needs; the mission of the church is to heal our world. It is to give ourselves to something larger 

than ourselves. .. when we give of ourselves in this way, we find that our deepest needs are met. 

To be a force in the world, we need to be engaged. We need to enter insecurity. We need to walk 

toward trouble. We need to get up close to engage. Like the hummingbird in our reading 

hovering nose to beak.  

What might a bold understanding of Reaching Out in Love mean for you? What might Reaching 

Out in Love mean to this congregation? How might Reaching Out in Love matter to the 

community and the world?  

We end with a story.  

An old rabbi once asked his pupils how they could tell when night had ended and the day had 

begun.  ‘Could it be,’ asked one of the students, “when you can see an animal in the distance and 

tell whether it is a sheep or a dog?”“No, “ answered the rabbi. Another asked, “Is it when you 

can look at a tree in the distance and tell whether it’s a fig tree or a peach tree?” “No,” answered 

the rabbi. “Then when is it?” the pupils demanded. “It is when you can look on the face of any 

man or woman and see that it is you sister or brother.  Because if you cannot see this, it is still 

night.  

May It Be So 


